Copy-editing
by Wordy®
If you’re looking to optimise your content at a fixed low
price Wordy offers a real-time, comprehensive copy-editing service.

<10 min.
10 - 60 min.
1 - 8 hours

Our professional editors will help you create great reading
content, avoid costly errors and even reduce your cycle
time by 30 per cent or more.
Wordy’s copy-editing service includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flawless grammar, spelling, punctuation,
consistency and structure
Free, instant price quote
One-click ordering
Professional, first-language copy-editors in all
major time zones
Free, instant approximate delivery time
True real-time service, 24 hours a day.

Order pick-up time

Use Wordy to create consistent, on-message content, free
up human resources and manage your professional and
personal brand in writing.
Featured copy-editing clients
Order delivery time
per 1,000 words

What is copy-editing?
Copy-editing is Wordy’s basic product and a more detailed
process than proofreading. Our editors check for correct
grammar, reliable punctuation and correct spelling, but
also the internal consistency and logical structure of the
text and suggest alternative words.
What is a copy-editor?

Difference between estimate
and actual delivery time

A copy-editor is a language professional with a deep understanding of the written language, a well-rounded professional background and a relevant education.
A copy-editor’s job is not to alter the meaning of a text but
optimise the text to convey its message as accurately as
possible.
Create your free account on https://wordy.com/register/

My only wish is for Wordy to be integrated
with Google Docs...as soon as possible!
Peter Engelbrecht, Firmafon
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Real, professional editors

All editors on Wordy are native language speakers and are continuously tested and peer-reviewed.

Real, professional editing

Edit multiple file formats including Word, PowerPoint, Excel, PDF and ODT.
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